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Technomate is categorized under the Electronics group of companies. The company is based out in
London, England. Technomate was established in the year 2000. The business of the company is
manufacturing international satellite and terrestrial television equipment. The company
manufactures and sells satellite channel receiving equipments like set-top boxes, DVB-S & DVB-T
Receivers, Personal Video Recorders (PVRs) and aerials. The company manufactures special type
of set-top boxes that catches the signals of Europe, Arabic and Asian channels. These channels are
not receivable by the set-top boxes designed and manufactured by companies like Sky and Freesat
services. The company also has expertise in manufacturing the CCTV equipments and Wi-Fi
routers. Technomate also manufactures cables like audio/video cables, Ethernet cables etc. The
company also manufactures many types of TV brackets. The satellite boxes are all high definition
and give you a better viewing experience. You will get better picture quality and better sound quality.

Now, let us talk about Blade Media. This is also an electronics equipment manufacturing company
like Technomate. Blade Media manufactures satellite set-top boxes. These set-top boxes are used
in homes, hotels, hospitals and other setups where there are TV sets. The company manufactures
both standard and high definition set-top boxes. There are various types of set-top boxes that Blade
Media manufactures. One of the set-top boxes is one that catches signals from different satellites.

These boxes may not catch the terrestrial signals. There are set-top boxes manufactured by Blade
media that receive signal from both satellite and terrestrial sources. Apart from the set-top boxes the
company also manufactures media flyers. The media flyer category includes digital streamer,
internet player and media storage. The company also manufactures other media players and also
USB personal video recorder or PVR. Blade Media has big companies under their umbrella of
partners.
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Julia Roger - About Author:
For more information on a Technomate, check out the info available online; these will help you learn
to find the a Blade media!
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